Correlated activity in the entorhinal-hippocampal neuronal networks, supported by oscillatory and intermittent population activity patterns is critical for learning and memory. However, when and how correlated activity emerges in these networks during development remains largely unknown. Here, we found that during the first postnatal week in non-anaesthetized head-restrained rats, activity in the superficial layers of the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) and hippocampus was highly correlated, with intermittent population bursts in the MEC followed by early sharp waves (eSPWs) in the hippocampus. Neurons in the superficial MEC layers fired before neurons in the dentate gyrus, CA3 and CA1. eSPW current-source density profiles indicated that perforant/temporoammonic entorhinal inputs and intrinsic hippocampal connections are coactivated during entorhinal-hippocampal activity bursts. Finally, a majority of the entorhinal-hippocampal bursts were triggered by spontaneous myoclonic body movements, characteristic of the neonatal period. Thus, during the neonatal period, activity in the entorhinal cortex (EC) and hippocampus is highly synchronous, with the EC leading hippocampal activation. We propose that such correlated activity is embedded into a large-scale bottom-up circuit that processes somatosensory feedback resulting from neonatal movements, and that it is likely to instruct the development of connections between neocortex and hippocampus.
Introduction
The entorhinal cortex (EC) and hippocampus are critically involved in spatial navigation and learning and memory (Buzsaki and Moser 2013; Moser et al. 2015) . The EC receives and processes information of various sensory modalities that are conveyed to the hippocampus via two main bottom-up pathways: the temporoammonic pathway projecting from EC layer 3 (L3) to the distal dendrites of CA1 pyramidal cells in the stratum lacunosum-moleculare (sl-m) and the perforant path that forms a trisynaptic loop from EC layer 2 (L2) to the dentate gyrus and CA3, from dentate granule cells to CA3 and from CA3 pyramidal cells to the proximal dendrites of CA1 pyramidal cells in the stratum radiatum (sr). In turn, CA1 pyramidal cells form the main output of the hippocampus, projecting back to the neocortex via synapses on neurons in the deep layers of the EC and in other cortical and subcortical structures. Correlated activity in the EC and hippocampus is comprised of various oscillatory and intermittent network activity patterns. For example, during exploratory behavior, which is dominated by theta oscillations, hippocampal circuits receive rhythmic inputs from neurons in the superficial layers of the EC that enable the organization of neuronal firing into sequences representing trajectories of the animal through space (Buzsaki and Moser 2013; Moser et al. 2015; Wikenheiser and Redish 2015; Wang et al. 2016; Fernandez-Ruiz et al. 2017) . EC-driven theta oscillations are associated with current sinks in the stratum lacunosum-moleculare. In addition, during theta, neuronal activity in the superficial layers of the EC precedes activity in the hippocampus (Mizuseki et al. 2009; Fernandez-Ruiz et al. 2017) . In contrast, during periods of immobility and sleep, correlated activity between these structures is characterized by hippocampus-generated SPWs, which drive activity from the hippocampus to the EC (Buzsaki 2015) . SPWs are generated by a collective discharge in CA2/CA3 networks, conveyed to CA1 and further propagated to the deep layers of the EC and other cortical and subcortical targets (Chrobak and Buzsaki 1994; Pennartz et al. 2004; Wierzynski et al. 2009; Oliva et al. 2016; Roth et al. 2016) . SPWs are characterized by a main current sink in sr and associated with replay of neuronal sequences. During SPWs, CA1 firing precedes firing in EC. SPWs are regarded as a topdown signal involved in memory transfer from the hippocampus to the neocortex where memories are consolidated (Chrobak and Buzsaki 1994; Ylinen et al. 1995; Buzsaki 2015) .
Despite extensive knowledge on the interactions within the entorhinal-hippocampal circuits in adult animals, little is known about how these structures communicate during development. This information is important because early functional interactions between EC and hippocampus are critical for the maturation of entorhinal-hippocampal circuits (Donato et al. 2017) . To date, the activity patterns expressed in the developing EC and hippocampus in vivo were mainly explored in these two structures separately. In the neonatal rodent hippocampus, the first (starting from the postnatal day P2) and predominant activity pattern is provided by early sharp waves (eSPWs) (Leinekugel et al. 2002; Karlsson et al. 2006; Mohns et al. 2007; Mohns and Blumberg 2008; Marguet et al. 2015) . Similar to SPWs in adult animals, eSPWs in neonatal rats are recurrent non-periodic events characterized by a prominent negative local field potential (LFP) deflection and current sink in sr, LFP reversal in the pyramidal cell layer (pcl) and a robust discharge of CA1 pyramidal cells (Leinekugel et al. 2002; Karlsson et al. 2006; Mohns et al. 2007; Buzsaki 2015; Marguet et al. 2015) . The current network model of eSPWs is similar to that of the adult SPWs. However, while eSPWs share common properties with adult SPWs, they also display particular developmental features such as the absence of high frequency ripple oscillations (Leinekugel et al. 2002; Buhl and Buzsaki 2005; Mohns et al. 2007; Marguet et al. 2015) and variable current-source density (CSD) profiles that may indicate a contribution of extrahippocampal inputs (Mohns et al. 2007; Marguet et al. 2015) . Also, eSPWs in neonatal rats are triggered by behavioral startle responses (Karlsson et al. 2006; Marguet et al. 2015) , a feature that is not documented in adult animals (Buzsaki 2015) .
Population activity in the EC during the neonatal period is also characterized by intermittent activity bursts organized in sharp field potential events and oscillatory bursts both in vivo and in brain slices in vitro (P1-7) (Sheroziya et al. 2009; Namiki et al. 2013; Unichenko et al. 2015) . In brain slices, these population bursts are also associated with synchronized calcium waves. These are initiated in the lateral EC and propagate anteriorly to the frontal cortex and posteriorly to the medial EC (MEC), forming traveling waves that engage almost the entire cortex, but stop at perisubiculum and fail to invade the hippocampus (Namiki et al. 2013; Unichenko et al. 2015) . Hippocampal CA3-generated giant depolarizing potentials (GDPs), which are considered as an in vitro counterpart of eSPWs, do not propagate to the EC either (Khalilov et al. 1999) .
These in vitro findings raise several questions regarding the functional communication between the hippocampus and the EC during the neonatal period. First, anatomical connections from the EC to the hippocampus are already formed during the embryonic period (Super and Soriano 1994; Deng et al. 2006) . Second, as mentioned above, myoclonic movements and somatosensory stimulation induce neuronal activation in CA1 (Karlsson et al. 2006; Mohns and Blumberg 2010; Marguet et al. 2015) that is disrupted after parahippocampal lesions, severing connections between the neocortex and the hippocampus (Mohns and Blumberg 2010) . Therefore, it has been suggested that in neonatal animals, somatosensory inputs to hippocampal circuits are potentially conveyed via the EC (Mohns and Blumberg 2010) . Finally, experiments using both pharmacogenetic silencing of specific cell populations and doublecortin/ parvalbumin expression as maturation markers revealed that the EC drives entorhinal-hippocampal circuit maturation during the neonatal period. These experiments suggest that the EC sends an activity-dependent instructive signal sequentially and unidirectionally through the intrinsic circuits of the entorhinalhippocampal network (Donato et al. 2017 ). These observations suggest that functional communication in the entorhinal-hippocampal system already exist during the neonatal period, and that it may be critical for the development of entorhinal-hippocampal circuits. To address this question, we examined correlated activity in the superficial layers of the MEC and the hippocampus in neonatal rats in vivo. We found that myoclonic movements trigger activity bursts in the EC, which in turn drive eSPWs in the hippocampus. day before recording (Akhmetshina et al. 2016) . Animals were returned to the litter to recover from surgery and did not receive additional medications during recordings. In the second group (Group 2; n = 24 animals), surgery was performed under isoflurane anesthesia the same day as the recordings, and the animals received buprenorphine analgesia (0.03 mg/kg of body weight; Buprecare) during the recordings. All simultaneous entorhinalhippocampal recordings were made from Group 2 animals.
In both groups, while under isoflurane anesthesia the skull was cleared of skin and periosteum and covered by dental cement (Grip Cement, Caulk Dentsply, USA), leaving a 5 mm window above the left hippocampus and EC. The wound was treated with xylocaine (2%) and chlorhexidine (0.05%), animals were warmed up and left for an hour to recover from anesthesia. Group 1 animals were returned to the litter. The operated pups and their littermates were all painted with sesame oil to distract the mother from the surgery and handling odors. They were left in their home cage for 30 min, before the mother was transferred back in.
Electrophysiological recordings
Recordings were performed from head-restrained non-anaesthetized rats the next day after surgery in Group 1 animals, and on the day of surgery in Group 2 animals. A metal ring was fixed to the skull with dental cement and via ball-joint to a magnetic stand. Animals were surrounded by a cotton nest and heated via a thermal pad (35 -37°C). During recordings, animals were regularly fed with heated milk and continuously monitored for any sign of pain or discomfort and, if such occurred, the animals were given an overdose of urethane and the experiment was immediately discontinued.
Extracellular recordings of LFPs and multiple unit activity (MUA) were performed along the CA1-dentate gyrus axis of the dorsal hippocampus and the dorsal part of MEC ( Supplementary  Fig. 1 ) using linear silicon probes with 50-100 μm separation distance between the electrodes depending on the probe used (NeuroNexus, USA). Electrodes were placed using stereotaxic coordinates obtained from an atlas of the postnatal rat brain (Khazipov et al. 2015) , depending on the age of animal. For further histological reconstruction of electrode tracks, electrodes were coated with ethanol-dissolved DiI (Sigma) and allowed to dry prior to insertion. A chlorided silver wire, placed in the cerebellum or neocortex, served as a ground electrode. Signals from extracellular recordings were amplified and filtered (×10 000; 0.15 Hz to 10 kHz) using Digital Lynx SX amplifier (Neuralynx, USA), CellAmp64 (Dipsi, France) or custom made amplifier (×10 000; 1 Hz to 10 kHz; A. Alexeev, Trinity, Russia), digitized at 10-32 kHz and saved on a PC for post hoc analysis. From 30 min to 2 h of spontaneous activity were recorded in each animal. Body movement recordings were performed using one to four piezoelectric sensors attached to the forelimbs and hindlimbs.
Stimulations
Stimulations of the ventral hippocampal commissure (VHC) and of the angular bundle were performed using bipolar electrodes prepared from 50 μm diameter tungsten wires or glass theta pipettes filled with saline. Electrodes were placed in the corresponding location using coordinates of the stereotaxic atlas (Khazipov et al. 2015) . Electrical stimuli (50-200 μs duration, 10-65 V amplitude) were applied every 10 s. For each stimulation site, 50-100 responses were recorded and averaged.
Placement of the stimulation sites was verified post hoc during histological analysis in coronal brain sections.
Histology
After recordings the animals were deeply anaesthetized with urethane (3 g/kg, intraperitoneally) and perfused through the left cardiac ventricle with 4% paraformaldehyde and 1% glutaraldehyde (Sigma). The brains were removed and left for fixation in a solution containing glutar-and paraformaldehyde at room temperature. The brains were then rinsed in PBS and cut into 100-μm-thick slices using a Vibratome (Thermo Scientific, USA). The slices cut in coronal plane were used for identification of hippocampal probe and stimulating electrode locations, and sagittal sections were made to determine the probe location in the EC. Electrode positions were identified from the DiI tracks overlaid on the microphotographs of sections in oblique light or after cresyl violet staining. The location of the silicone probe tip was assessed through identification of the DiI track in serial 100-μm-thick sagittal sections of the EC. We then selected the section that displayed the deepest and strongest DiI signal, which was considered as the probe tip. In hippocampal recordings, electrodes location was also verified by the highest MUA rate in CA1 stratum pyramidale.
Detection of eSPWs, MEC bursts and myoclonic movements
Wideband recordings were preprocessed using custom-written functions in MATLAB (MathWorks, USA). For a given recording session, eSPWs were detected semi-automatically from downsampled (1000 Hz), bandpass filtered (0.1-100 Hz, Chebyshev Type 2 Filter) LFPs on each channel. All events reaching an absolute value greater than 80-100 μV were first considered as putative eSPWs. To discard movement and static artifacts, LFP segments were taken from −0.5 to 1 s around the eSPW peak negativity for each channel and visually inspected. Time = 0 for the eSPWs was defined as the time of maximal LFP negativity of the eSPW.
MEC bursts were detected using a complex parameter of the power in beta-gamma frequency (15-90 Hz) multiplied by the MUA density. A threshold for burst detection was set as three standard deviations of the resulting trace, and burst onsets were defined as intersections with one standard deviation level. Noisy events were excluded after manual selection. Time = 0 for MEC events was defined as a time of the closest significant LFP negative peak to the onset. For MEC events associated with a sharp potential, this coincided with the time of the negative peak of the sharp potential. Spectral power was estimated using direct multitaper estimators (10 Hz bandwidth, three tapers, 100 ms spectral window) or a continuous Morlet wavelet transformation of the 15-90 Hz bandpass filtered LFP signal.
Limb and body movements were detected as events on piezo channels exceeding a threshold level that was individually adjusted for each recording channel. To avoid noisy events piezo signals were smoothed with 30 ms sliding window and events shorter than 10 ms were excluded from the analysis. Two neighboring events closer than 100 ms were considered as one movement. Simultaneous events on multiple piezo channels were considered as a single movement with the earliest onset and the latest offset defined across all piezo channels. Movements detected on one or multiple channels were used for the further analysis.
To determine the relationships between myoclonic jerks, entorhinal bursts and eSPWs, event timestamps were stored in a 1 ms bin vector spanning from −2 before to 2 s around each reference event. Each vector was then convolved with a 10-bin Gaussian window. Shuffling was performed by shifting randomly the follower event by ±2 s and perform perievent time histograms (PETHs) a thousand times. Z-scores were computed to estimate significance as described below.
To eliminate volume conductance and localize synaptic currents, CSD analysis across depth was then performed on LFP traces normalized to the maximum amplitude signal across all channels and averaged across events. CSD was computed for each recording site according to a differential scheme for second derivative and smoothed with a triangular kernel of length 3 (Freeman and Nicholson 1975) .
Single unit analysis
For single unit analysis, we used the klustasuite spike sorting (Rossant et al. 2016 ) and clustering pipeline obtained from http:// cortexlab.net/tools/; last accessed on November 28, 2018. Spike sorting consisted of the following three steps performed by separate python-based programs: (1) spike detection and feature extraction; (2) cluster analysis, segregating waveforms based on their features and (3) manual verification and adjustment of cluster assignments. All steps were performed according to Rossant et al. (2016) with some adaptation to the spike features in the neonatal animals. In brief, spike detection and feature extraction were performed on first bandpass filtered (500-6000 Hz) LFPs (Butterworth filter in forward-backward mode). This process took into account the geometry of the linear probe, allowing action potentials detected at the same time but in spatially separated electrode contacts (contacts in CA1 and DG for instance) to be considered as different entities. In addition, action potentials were extracted using a double threshold (two and four times the standard deviation of the filtered signal) flood fill algorithm (Rossant et al. 2016 ) which prevents false detections or erroneous splitting of action potentials as a result of noise. Waveforms were realigned to their negative peak and principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on all waveforms detected on each channel. Each action potential was therefore given three summary features consisting on the waveform PCA scores for the three major principal components.
Cluster analysis, performed using klustakwik (Kadir et al. 2014) (Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Cluster quality, that is how well action potentials from one cluster are separated from other action potentials recorded in the same probe, was estimated using the isolation distance (ID) and L-ratio measures developed by Schmitzer-Torbert et al. (2005) . Units with an ID < 5 were discarded from the dataset. Only potential units with the following properties were kept for analysis: waveforms had to be detected on ≤3 electrode contacts; their amplitude had to be higher than 50 μV; their refractory period had to be ≥2 ms and they had to fire more than 50 action potentials in a 10-min session.
Single unit isolation and clustering in pups was more complex than in adult rodents. Single unit features in MEC and hippocampus and their firing in relation to the eSPWs, MEC bursts and spontaneous movements are summarized in Supplementary  Table 4 . Of the 159 CA1 units detected by the klustasuite pipeline (n = 26 rats), only 36 reached our selection criteria (n = 12 rats). These proportions were also small in CA3 (34/82 Units; n = 12 and n = 13 rats), DG (30/120 Units) or MEC L3 (58/153 Units, n = 11 and n = 18 rats) likely due to weaker amplitude of extracellular spikes of immature neurons, their low firing rate and the differential damage to cells layers made by the linear shank in its path (shallower structures being more damaged by the electrode body). In all structures, single unit firing rate was much lower than reported in adults (see Supplementary Fig. 4E for comparison with Csicsvari et al. 1999) . They ranged from 0.11 ± 0.01 Hz in MEC L3 to 0.36 ± 0.09 Hz in CA3 (DG: 0.24 ± 0.05 Hz; CA1: 0.18 ± 0.03 Hz) but differed significantly across structures (Kruskal-Wallis test, P < 0.001) with MEC L3 units firing significantly more than in all recorded hippocampal subfields (Dunn's multiple comparisons test, P < 0.05). In addition, spike width at 25% amplitude (extracted from wideband 0.1-5000 Hz LFP as in Csicsvari et al. 1999 ) also differed between groups (Kruskal-Wallis test, P < 0.001) with MEC L3 units (713 ± 16 μs) being significantly wider than all recorded hippocampal subfields (CA1: 600 ± 21 μs; CA3: 573 ± 17 μs and DG: 530 ± 13 μs; Dunn's multiple comparisons test, P < 0.001). There was no significant difference between CA1, CA3 and DG units in terms of firing rate and width. Thus, single units fired less frequently and their duration was longer than in adults. Also, based on their firing properties we could not separate pyramidal cells from fast-spiking interneurons that is in keeping with the results of previous developmental studies (Weir et al. 2014) .
Unit PETHs were performed by binning spike trains (5 ms bins) in a ±2 s perievent time window (eSPWs, MEC burst, myoclonic movement). Such binned data was then convolved with a 10-bin Gaussian window and averaged across trials. To estimate PETH significance, z-scores were estimated on the basis of a shuffled surrogate dataset. For each trial, spike trains were randomly shuffled in time and a PETH was computed for the whole surrogate session. This operation was repeated 1000 times, across which means and standard deviations were computed for each bin. When a peak firing was detected, a Z-score was computed as: Z p = (x p − m p )/std p , where x p is the actual value observed in bin p and m p and std p are the mean and standard deviation values at bin p in the surrogate PETH. Peaks corresponding to a Z-score of higher than 1.65 (α = 0.05) were considered as significant.
Statistics
Statistical analysis was performed using the Graphbad PRISM 6 software, Origin and MATLAB Statistics toolbox. Group comparisons were done using Student's t-test and one-or two-way ANOVA if homogeneity of variance between groups was respected. Otherwise, non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests were performed. When global statistical differences were found, post hoc comparisons (Tuckey or Dunn multiple comparison tests for parametric or non-parametric data, respectively) were performed. To compare proportions of single units activated during sharps, chi-square or Fisher exact tests were used, depending on the number of samples considered. Degrees of freedom, t-and P-values are reported as df, t, and P, respectively. P-value 0.05 was considered significant. Correlations between variables were estimated using either the Pearson (r) or Spearman, non-parametric, rank-based (ρ) correlation coefficients, depending on whether data were linearly correlated and normally distributed around the regression line. Unless indicated, data are presented as mean ± SEM.
Results

Co-activation of MEC and hippocampus during myoclonic movements
We first performed simultaneous recordings of LFPs and multiple/single unit activity from dorsal hippocampus and superficial layers of MEC, and concomitant body/limbs movement piezo-recordings in non-anaesthetized head-restrained postnatal days [P] 4-6 rats ( Fig. 1) . Location of the recording sites was identified during post hoc analysis of the DiI electrode tracks in coronal sections for hippocampal recordings and sagittal sections for the MEC recordings (Fig. 1A,B) . Among five animals used in this series of experiments, electrode position was in MEC Layer 3 (MEC L3) in four animals and in MEC Layer 2 (MEC L2) in one animal (Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
In agreement with results from previous studies, activity in the MEC and the hippocampus was characterized by discontinuous temporal organization and intermittent neuronal network activity bursts (Leinekugel et al. 2002; Karlsson et al. 2006; Mohns et al. 2007; Marguet et al. 2015; Unichenko et al. 2015) . MEC L3 activity bursts were characterized by collective neuronal discharges associated with an increase in LFP power in beta-gamma frequency range (15-90 Hz) and often with a large amplitude sharp potential occurring at the burst onset (Unichenko et al. 2015) (Fig. 1C ,D top trace from channel #31 located in MEC L3; MEC events are indicated by blue circles; color-coded spikes of individual neurons are shown above the trace; see also Fig. 2A,C) . Hippocampal activity was characterized by ripple-lacking eSPWs, which were associated with a negative sharp potential below the CA1 pyramidal cell layer (pcl) and polarity reversal at the pcl, which were often followed by "tails" (Leinekugel et al. 2002; Karlsson et al. 2006; Mohns et al. 2007; Marguet et al. 2015) (Fig. 1C ,D middle traces from channels # 3, 5 and 10 located in pcl, stratum radiatum (sr) and stratum lacunosum-moleculare (sl-m), respectively; sharp waves are indicated by red triangles; see also Fig. 2A,E) . We note that despite some electrographic similarity between the SPWs in neonatal rats and adult SPWs, there are important differences in physiological mechanisms underlying these two activity patterns (see below) and, therefore, we propose using a term of "early SPWs" (eSPWs) in neonatal rats. Motor behavior in rat pups during active sleep (a predominant behavioral state in which neonatal rodents spend most of the time) was characterized by intermittent myoclonic body movements (Fig. 1C ,D bottom trace of piezo-mechanogram from a forelimb; movements are indicated by green circles).
As illustrated by the example recordings in Fig. 1 (see also Fig. 2 ), bursts in MEC L3 and hippocampal eSPWs were highly synchronized and they often co-occurred with myoclonic movements. Myoclonic movements typically started first, were followed by MEC L3 bursts and then by eSPWs. These correlations were also evident on eSPW-triggered average MEC L3 LFP signal and movement traces (Fig. 1D, right traces) and on eSPW-triggered raster plots and PETHs of MEC bursts and myoclonic movements (Fig. 1E , n = 4 rats). We further assessed the co-occurrence probability, the level of synchronization and the time lags between hippocampal eSPWs, MEC L3 bursts and myoclonic movements (Fig. 1E , bottom plots and Supplementary  Tables 1-3 ). We found that 77 ± 6% (z-score = 18.6 ± 3.2) and 71 ± 5% (z-score = 9.9 ± 1.2) of eSPWs were preceded by MEC L3 bursts and myoclonic movements within a 300 ms time window, respectively. The time lags separating eSPWs from movements and MEC L3 bursts were of 146.0 ± 10.6 and 28.5 ± 4.8 ms, respectively. This is in agreement with the delays between startles and eSPWs reported previously (Karlsson et al. 2006) . Along with these results, similar analysis using MEC L3 bursts as a trigger confirmed high level of co-occurrence of MEC L3 bursts, movements and eSPWs, with the movements reliably preceding MEC L3 bursts and the eSPWs reliably following the eSPWs. This was evident in the MEC L3-triggered raster plots and PETHs of movements and eSPWs (Fig. 2B and Supplementary Tables 1-3 ). On average, 66 ± 5% (z-score = 11.8 ± 2.2) and 88 ± 2% (z-score = 18.7 ± 3.6) of MEC L3 bursts were preceded by myoclonic movements and followed by eSPWs within a 300 ms time window, respectively. The time lags of the MEC L3 bursts from the movements and eSPWs bursts were −90.8 ± 6.0 and 27.5 ± 4.8 ms, respectively. Taken together, these results indicate that the majority of MEC L3 bursts and hippocampal eSPWs co-occur, with the MEC L3 bursts preceding eSPWs by~30 ms, and that these MEC L3 burst/eSPW sequences are typically preceded by myoclonic twitches with a time lag of~90 ms. Noteworthy, myoclonic movements were much more frequent than cortical events, with only~10% of them co-occurring with the entorhinal-hippocampal events (Fig. 1A and Supplementary Tables 1-3) .
MEC L3 bursts and hippocampal eSPWs correlated not only in time but also in amplitude. As shown in Fig. 2C , smallamplitude MEC L3 bursts were associated with small-amplitude eSPWs, whereas small-amplitude MEC L3 bursts, notably those associated with the large sharp potential at the burst onset, were associated with larger amplitude eSPWs (r S = 0.55 ± 0.08; n = 4 rats, P < 0.001; Fig 2D) . MEC L3 burst-triggered LFP in hippocampus was characterized by a negativity peak below-and a reversal at the level of the CA1 pcl as well as by sr and sl-m current sinks (Fig. 2E ). These occurred with a delay of 48.8 ± 12.5 ms after the MEC L3 bursts (n = 4 rats). The CSD profile of MEC L3 burst-triggered hippocampal LFP signals was remarkably similar to that of the eSPWs detected independently (Fig. 2E,F) . The minority of eSPWs that were not associated with the MEC L3 bursts (23% of the total number of eSPWs) was smaller in amplitude but had a CSD profile similar to the profile of the eSPWs associated with MEC L3 bursts ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). However, these eSPWs were still associated with an increase in neuronal firing and LFP signals in MEC L3 remaining subthreshold for our detection paradigm ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). This suggests that the co-occurrence probability of MEC L3 bursts and eSPWs (77% in MEC L3 burst-eSPW pairs and 88% in MEC L3 burst-eSPW pairs) is actually higher than what was assessed with our relatively conservative detection threshold.
We also found that the amplitude of MEC bursts and hippocampal eSPWs mildly but significantly correlated with the amplitude of preceding movements (MEC: Spearman's r s = 0.30 ± 0.10; P < 0.05 in four of the five animals; eSPWs: Spearman's r s = 0.30 ± 0.11; P < 0.05 in five animals) and that movements followed by MEC bursts and hippocampal eSPWs were almost twice as ample than "blank" movements (n = 5 P4-6 rats, P < 0.05; Supplementary Fig. 3) . However, the amplitudes of movements with or without MEC bursts and hippocampal eSPWs largely overlapped and there was no real threshold for movements to elicit cortical events (Supplementary Fig. 3 ).
Single unit behavior during MEC L3 bursts and eSPWs
We then investigated whether activity of single units in MEC L3 and CA1 pcl was modulated in relation to MEC L3 bursts ( Fig. 3 ; see Materials and Methods and Supplementary Fig. 4 for the single unit detection procedure and Supplementary Table 4 for unit features and relation to population events). This analysis was restricted to sessions with simultaneous CA1 and MEC L3 recordings (n = 4 pups). To assess single unit modulation by MEC L3 events, we performed PETHs aligned to MEC L3 bursts. Significance was estimated by expressing peak firing rates as z-scores with respect to shuffled surrogate data (see Materials and Methods). All units in CA1 (n = 9) and MEC L3 (n = 53) showed a significant firing increases during MEC L3 events (Fig. 3A,B) , as characterized by remarkably high Z-scores (CA1 Z = 13.10 ± 1.53; MEC L3 Z = 11.44 ± 0.81) with the peak firing attained at 16.2 ± 0.8 ms for MEC L3 units and 91.7 ± 14.1 ms for CA1 units. Raster plot examples of nine CA1 and nine MEC L3 units recorded simultaneously are shown in Fig. 3A ,B, respectively. Averaged PETHs for all recorded units in each group are shown in Fig. 3C . On this representation, MEC L3 units peaked approximately −5 ms before MEC L3 burst times while CA1 units peaked~60 ms after. While peak times from averaged PETHs differed from the average peak times of individual PETHs, the delay between MEC L3 and CA1 units of~70 ms was within the same range. On average, MEC L3 units fired in 17.8 ± 1.7% of MEC L3 events, with a rate of 0.21 ± 1.73 action potential per event.
Next, we explored how single unit activity in different regions was modulated in relation to CA1 eSPWs (Figs 4 and 5 averages of delays between MEC L3 bursts and eSPWs (blue; mean ± SD; n = 198 events recorded from four P4-6 rats), and between movement onset and eSPW (green; mean ± SD; n = 180 events recorded from four P4-6 rats). (E) eSPW-triggered raster plots (top) and PETHs (middle-bottom) for forelimb movements (left) and MEC L3 bursts (right). Bottom and middle PETHs are identical, but on a different time scale. Z-scores are computed from shuffled data. Circles at the bottom plots show Z-score peak value and time (mean ± SD) from four P4-6 animals.
and Supplementary Table 4 ). In addition to the recordings shown above, this dataset included recordings made from dorsal hippocampus without MEC electrode (n = 8 rats; P2-7) and MEC L3 without hippocampal units (n = 1 rat; P5). Altogether, we analyzed the activity of 36 cells in CA1 pyramidal cell layer, 34 cells in CA3 pyramidal cell layer, 30 cells in DG and 58 cells in MEC L3 (see Materials and Methods for cell selection criteria and numbers). As above, we plotted PETHs aligned this time to eSPWs trough in CA1 sl-m. We found that the firing rate of a large proportion of cells increased during eSPWs. There were, however, region-specific differences in the percentage of cells increasing their firing during eSPWs, as well as in the level of modulation of cell firing during eSPWs and the timing of spikes in relation to eSPWs (Figs 4 and 5 and Supplementary Table 4). The proportion of cells that showed a significant firing increase (see Materials and Methods) with regard to eSPWs was significantly different across structures (χ 2 = 22.75, df = 3, P < 0.0001; Fig. 5A ). This proportion was particularly low in CA3 where it only reached 45.2% as compared to 72.2%, 70% in CA1 and DG and 87.9% in MEC L3, where it was the highest. CA3 proportions were significantly lower than in MEC L3 (post hoc comparison, Fisher's exact test, P = 0.0001) but not significantly different from CA1 or DG, as comparisons failed to reach significance after Bonferroni correction (CA1-CA3: P = 0.015; DG-CA3: P = 0.026 NS: because six comparisons were performed, B-F correction requires P < 0.008 to reach significance). All other comparisons were not significant, even without correction. Considering significantly activated cells, z-scores at the peak differed between groups (Kruskal-Wallis test-unequal variances, P = 0.018). Post hoc comparisons (Dunn's multiple comparisons test) revealed that CA3 z-scores (mean Z = 3.58 ± 0.33) were lower than for MEC L3 (Z = 6.59 ± 0.51; P < 0.05). All other comparisons did not reach significance (CA1 Z = 5.77 ± 0.61; DG Z = 5.54 ± 0.55). To summarize, CA3 had the lowest proportion of units that were significantly activated by eSPWs. About half of CA3 units that were significantly activated also had lower firing peaks. This effect is also revealed in Fig. 4 showing raster plots and PETHs for one example cell per structure (Fig. 4A ) and in Fig. 4B showing PETHs averaged across all cells. Still selectively considering significantly activated cells, peak firing time lag with regard to eSPW differed between structures (ANOVA: F(3.108) = 16.83, P < 0.0001; Figs 4B and 5B) with MEC L3 cells reaching a peak 6.1 ± 8.5 ms before eSPWs. This time lag was significantly different (Tuckey's multiple comparison test) from CA1, CA3 and DG peaks which occurred on average 76.7 ± 10.6 ms (P < 0.001), 86.43 ± 16.9ms (P < 0.001) and 58.09 ± 13.19 ms (P < 0.001) after eSPWs, respectively. Time lag differences are also visible on averaged PETHs (Fig. 5B) . Peak time comparisons between hippocampal subfields did not reach significance.
MEC L2
In one P4 animal, one silicone probe was positioned in MEC L2, and concomitant recordings in hippocampus were performed with another silicone probe together with the piezo-movement detections ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). In this animal, highly correlated activity in MEC L2 and hippocampus was also reliably preceded by myoclonic twitches as described above for the MEC L3. This is evidenced by the MEC L2-triggered hippocampal LFP and its CSD profile ( Supplementary Fig. 5D ), eSPWs and movement raster plots ( Supplementary Fig. 5F ), a robust correlation between the amplitudes of MEC L2 events and eSPWs (Supplementary Fig. 5E ; r S = 0.72, P < 0.001), and, finally, by cross-correlation analysis of MUA, which showed very high levels and a peak firing of CA1 hippocampal units 15 ms after MEC L2 units ( Supplementary  Fig. 5H ). Also, in this animal the two isolated MEC L2 single units showed a robust participation in MEC L2 population bursts (Supplementary Fig. 5G ). Despite general similarity in MEC L2 and L3 behaviors, MEC L2 bursts were associated with a negative potential through the entire time course of the burst ( Supplementary Fig. 5C ), unlike in MEC L3, where this slow envelope was less prominent or even reversed in polarity to positive.
CSD profile of the eSPWs
The activation of L2 and L3 MEC units suggests that there is a co-activation of the perforant and temporoammonic inputs to hippocampus during MEC burst/eSPW sequences. Consistent with this hypothesis, the CSD analysis of hippocampal eSPWs revealed two main sinks in CA1 hippocampus located in sr (Sink 1, likely generated by a trisynaptic loop MEC L2 → DG → CA3 [+L2 → CA3] → CA1 sr) and in the vicinity of hippocampal fissure (Sink 2, likely generated by the temporoammonic pathway MEC L3 → CA1 sl-m) (Ylinen et al. 1995; Buzsaki 2015) (Fig. 6A,B) . Sink 1 was located 74 ± 7 μm (n = 24/28 rats) and Sink 2 262 ± 13 μm (n = 28/28 animals; Fig. 6C ) bellow the pcl border. Because absolute values of the recording electrodes' depth varied between the animals depend on the silicone probe position, we also calculated the depth of Sinks 1 and 2 normalized to the distance between the CA1 pcl (=0) and the hippocampal fissure (=−1). In these normalized coordinates, Sink 1 and Sink 2 depths were found correspondingly at −0.24 ± 0.02 (n = 24 rats) and −0.83 ± 0.04 (n = 28 animals) of the normalized pcl -fissure distance ( Supplementary  Fig. 6A ). On the temporal scale, there was variability in the relative occurrence of Sinks 1 and 2 from one eSPWs to another in a given animal and also between animals. On average, however, these two sinks occurred without any significant delay from each other (delay between Sinks 1 and 2: 11.8 ± 6.2 ms; t-test against zero mean hypothesis: t = −1.90; P = 0.07; n = 24 rats; Supplementary Fig. 6B ). These two sinks were also comparable in size with a mean Sink 1 to Sink 2 intensity ratio of 1.17 ± 0.16 (t = 7.33; P < 0.001; n = 24 rats; Supplementary Fig. 6C ).
We further compared the CSD profiles of eSPWs with the responses evoked by electrical stimulation of the two main inputs to CA1: CA3 (n = 13 P2-7 rats) and the EC (n = 15 P2-7 rats). With this aim, we stimulated the VHC and the angular Figure 6 . CSD profile of the eSPWs, VHC and AB-evoked responses in the neonatal rat hippocampus. Left, recording sites of the DiI-stained multielectrode arrays (top microphotographs) and ventral hippocampal commissure (VHC, A) and angular bundle (AB, B) stimulation sites (bottom microphotographs) overlaid on a cresyl violet stained coronal sections. On the right, a schematic drawing of cell bodies and dendrites across hippocampal layers. Middle panels, corresponding local field potential (black traces) overlaid on the color-coded CSD map of the VHC-evoked (A) and AB-evoked (B) responses and eSPWs. Right plots show CSD at the peak of the VHC-(red) and AB-evoked (blue) responses and the eSPWs (black). Note that the two main Sinks 1 and 2 of the eSPWs match the depth of the sinks of the VHC and ABevoked responses in the CA1 sr and sl-m, respectively. (C) Group data on the CSD profiles of the eSPWs' Sinks 1 (black circles) and 2 (open circles), and sinks of VHC-(red triangles) and AB-(blue triangles) evoked responses in each animal. Data from the animals where only eSPWs were recorded are shadowed. In four animals Sink 1 was not observed (x). Right, group averages ± SD from 17 P2-7 rats. bundle (AB), respectively. The examples of typical responses evoked by VHC and AB stimulation with their depth profiles are shown in Fig. 6A ,B. The VHC stimulation evoked a negative LFP potential peaking at 11.9 ± 0.4 ms after stimulus (n = 13 rats). The CSD analysis of VHC-evoked responses revealed a sink located in sr, 76 ± 9 μm below the pyramidal cell layer. The location of this VHC-evoked sink did not differ from the location of eSPWs Sink 1 (−79 ± 12 μm paired t-test; df = 10; t = 0.16; P = 0.87; Fig. 6C ). The responses evoked by AB stimulation occurred 21.7 ± 2.7 ms after the stimulus and were often organized in doublets (n = 15 rats). The CSD analysis of AB-evoked responses revealed a main sink located in sl-m and at around fissure, −270 ± 14 μm below the pyramidal cell layer (n = 15 rats), and the location of this sink matched the location of eSPWs Sink 2 (−284 ± 15 μm; df = 14; t = 1.385; P = 0.19; Fig. 6C ). This supports the involvement of the temporoammonic MEC L3 → CA1 sl-m inputs from the EC in the generation of Sink 2 during eSPWs. In addition, the response evoked by the AB stimulation typically contained a sink in sr matching the position of eSPW Sink 1 (Fig. 6B) , suggesting a co-activation of the perforant input from L2.
Discussion
The main findings of the present study are that during the neonatal period, activities in the MEC and the hippocampus are highly synchronous; that the MEC drives activity in the hippocampus and that this synchronization is preceded by myoclonic movements. In addition, we provide evidence that eSPW generation in CA1 involves a co-activation of intrahippocampal inputs from CA3 and inputs originating from the EC. These conclusions are based on the following observations. First, myoclonic movements preceded activity bursts in the superficial MEC, which in turn preceded a vast majority of the hippocampal eSPWs. Second, neurons in superficial layers of the MEC fired before hippocampal dentate, CA3 and CA1 neurons. Third, CSD analysis of eSPWs revealed two main sinks: one in the sr, where Schaffer collaterals contact the apical dendrites of CA1 pyramidal cells, and a second sink in the sl-m, where the inputs from the EC establish synapses on the distal dendrites of CA1 pyramidal cells. Fourth, responses evoked by electrical stimulation of the VHC and AB were characterized by main sinks matching the first and second eSPW sinks, respectively.
Circuitry mediating eSPWs
We propose a wiring diagram of correlated entorhinal-hippocampal activity in neonatal rats (Fig. 7) , in which the EC drives the hippocampus and the early entorhinal-hippocampal communication is embedded into a large-scale bottom-up circuit processing somatosensory feedback resulting from neonatal movements. Myoclonic movements (1) generate sensory feedback (2), which triggers activity bursts (early gamma and spindle-burst oscillations) in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) (3) (Khazipov et al. 2004b; Yang et al. 2009; Mohns and Blumberg 2010; Akhmetshina et al. 2016; Inacio et al. 2016 ). S1 activity is further conveyed via long-range connections to the MEC where it ignites an activity burst (4). MEC L2/3 bursts are further conveyed from the MEC to the hippocampus through two streams: (i) the temporoammonic pathway from MEC L3 to the distal apical dendrites of CA1 pyramidal cells (5) generates a sl-m sink and (ii) perforant path from MEC L2 to the dentate gyrus (DG) (6) and CA3 (7). Neuronal excitation in CA3 is amplified by a recurrent excitatory CA3 network similarly to what occurs during adult SPWs (Ylinen et al. 1995; Csicsvari et al. 2000; Buzsaki 2015) . Excitation of CA3 pyramidal cells activates Schaffer collaterals and generates a sr sink (8). Thus, both inputs from EC and CA3 are co-activated during MEC bursts/ eSPWs and their co-activation drives excitation of CA1 neurons. While this model predicts a delay between the sl-m and sr sinks due to additional synapses, it appears to be non-significant within the relatively long duration of the eSPWs. Whether excitation of CA1 cells during eSPWs further drives their output neocortical (including deep MEC layers, yellow arrow in Fig, 7) and subcortical structures remains an open question for future investigations. Further reconstruction of this circuitry will also require incorporation of the intrinsic and long-range GABAergic interneurons that are critically involved in the generation of coordinated activities in entorhinal-hippocampal networks (Freund and Buzsaki 1996; Klausberger and Somogyi 2008; Melzer et al. 2012; Le Magueresse and Monyer 2013; Buzsaki 2015; Basu et al. 2016) .
Driver role of myoclonic movements
A remarkable feature of the entorhinal-hippocampal activity in the neonatal rats was that the activity bursts in this network were often preceded by myoclonic movements. This is in agreement with findings of Blumberg and colleagues, who have previously shown that startles evoke eSPWs (Karlsson et al. 2006) , that twitches and somatosensory stimulations activate CA1 units (Mohns and Blumberg 2010) , and that activation of CA1 units following twitches/stimulations is disrupted after parahippocampal lesions that severed connections between the neocortex and hippocampus (Mohns and Blumberg 2010) . Based on these findings, it has been suggested that somatosensory activation of hippocampus in neonatal animals involves activation of the input from neocortex to hippocampus via the EC (Mohns and Blumberg 2010) . We provide direct evidence to this hypothesis by showing that activity bursts in superficial layers of the MEC are preceded by myoclonic movements, and that these MEC bursts further drive eSPWs in the hippocampus. We suggest that correlated activity in the neonatal entorhinalhippocampal network described in the present study is a part of the large-scale bottom-up circuit that is activated during neonatal movements. In the future, it would be of interest to determine whether specific neuronal assemblies in the MEC and hippocampus are activated during different parts of body movements and different types of movements (startles vs. twitches). Future directions would also consist in determining whether activity in sensory cortices of different modalities (e.g., retinal wave driven spindle-bursts and slow activity transients in visual cortex (Hanganu et al. 2006 (Hanganu et al. , 2007 Colonnese and Khazipov 2010; Ackman et al. 2012) or cochlear-driven activity in auditory cortex (Babola et al. 2018) ) influence early entorhinal-hippocampal activity.
eSPWs versus adult SPWs
Certain aspects of eSPWs remarkably resemble those of adult SPWs. However, some previous and present results indicate that these two activity patterns significantly differ. First, while neurons in superficial layers of the MEC strongly increase their firing before hippocampal eSPWs in pups, there is little to no activity change in these layers during adult SPWs, although inputs from the EC may bias the occurrence of adult SPWs (Isomura et al. 2006; Sullivan et al. 2011) . Instead, adult hippocampal SPWs are associated with a significant increase of firing in deep layers of the EC, which is driven by CA1 input (Chrobak and Buzsaki 1994; Chrobak et al. 2000) . Second, adult SPWs are not associated with a sink in CA1 sl-m. Third, in contrast to eSPWs, movements do not trigger adult SPWs (Buzsaki 2015) . Fourth, SPW-associated fast oscillations (ripples) are not present until the end of the second postnatal week, reaching frequency and amplitude similar to adults by P20 (Buhl and Buzsaki 2005) . The main difference in the generative mechanisms is that adult SPWs are generated within the hippocampal circuit whereas eSPWs integrate the external input from the MEC with the internal hippocampal circuit, yet with a relatively weak participation of CA3 units compared to the MEC, CA1 and DG units. Therefore, we propose that eSPWs are a distinct developmental network activity pattern, a prototype of the SPWs which should lose its MEC drive during maturation to transform towards an adult SPW generated purely in intrahippocampal circuit. Developmental transformation from eSPWs to adult SPWs may involve several mechanisms. First, the recurrent CA3 connections are sparse during the first postnatal week. CA3 pyramidal cells display short local axon arbors and possess very few branches. In addition, their spurt only occurs during the second postnatal week (Gomez-Di et al. 1997) , during which an increase in CA3 excitability is observed in various epilepsy models (Swann and Brady 1984; Gomez-Di et al. 1997; Khazipov et al. 2004a; Mohns et al. 2007 ). Second, the feedforward inhibitory circuits, which involve perisomatic projecting interneurons are immature during the first postnatal week (Khazipov et al. 2013) . Both in the hippocampus and neocortex, perisomatic interneurons develop fast-spiking phenotypes, incorporate into the network and form electrical and chemical synapses from the end of the first postnatal week onwards.The development of these cells continues during the first postnatal month (Du et al. 1996; Chattopadhyaya et al. 2004; Daw et al. 2007; Huang et al. 2007; Doischer et al. 2008; Okaty et al. 2009; Wang and Gao 2010; Goldberg et al. 2011; Pangratz-Fuehrer and Hestrin 2011; Le Magueresse and Monyer 2013) .
In addition to the electrographic resemblance between eSPWs and adult SPWs, the presence of a current sink in sr but not in sl-m led investigators to consider eSPWs as adult SPWs. The most likely explanation why sl-m sink was overlooked in the previous studies may be two-fold. First, in pups, the distances between the pcl and the sr, and between the pcl and sl-m from are much shorter than in the adult brain. Second, the large distance between electrodes in linear arrays may compromise the identification of current sinks separated by a short distance. To account for these biases, we performed histological reconstructions of electrode locations in all recordings, extensive functional layer mapping with VHC and AB stimulation, and we used, in a majority of recordings, higher density (50 μm separation distance) silicone probes. Previous studies located the main eSPW sink~300 μm below the pyramidal layer (Leinekugel et al. 2002; Mohns et al. 2007) . While this depth corresponds to sr in adults, it corresponds to sl-m in the neonates. Interestingly, the second, deep sink location that we identified in sl-m (~300 μm) matched the depth of the eSPW sinks reported in previous studies (Leinekugel et al. 2002; Mohns et al. 2007) , whereas the sr current sink found in the present study was only~100 μm below the pcl.
Physiological roles
Explorative behaviors and cognitive functions that are supported by the EC and hippocampus, grid and place cells, and relevant physiological patterns of theta oscillations and adult SPWs, are not present during the neonatal period (Wills et al. 2010; Wills and Cacucci 2014; Tan et al. 2017) . Similarly to other brain regions, where a variety of immature activity patterns participate in the elaboration of neuronal circuits (Blankenship and Feller 2010; Hanganu-Opatz 2010; Colonnese and Khazipov 2012; Luhmann and Khazipov 2018) , movement-triggered MEC-hippocampal discharges likely contribute to the development of circuits within the entorhinal-hippocampal loop by means of synchronization of neuronal activity and activity-dependent plasticity. Our findings are consistent with, and provide functional support to the hypothesis that MEC provides an activity-dependent instructive signal that drives maturation sequentially and unidirectionally through the intrinsic circuits of the entorhinal-hippocampal network during the postnatal period (Donato et al. 2017) . Many other networks in the brain operate in a similar bottom-up fashion including retinal wave driven activities in visual thalamus-cortex (Hanganu et al. 2006 (Hanganu et al. , 2007 Colonnese and Khazipov 2010; Ackman et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2012) , cochlear burst-driven activity in auditory system (Tritsch et al. 2007; Babola et al. 2018 ) and activities in somatosensory cortex, the latter being driven by sensory feedback from spontaneous movements (Khazipov et al. 2004b; Yang et al. 2009; Mohns and Blumberg 2010; Akhmetshina et al. 2016; Inacio et al. 2016) .
The experiments described here illustrate how, in the early stages of development, neuronal activity in the brain depends on body-derived signals. Activity in phylogenetically older structures, such as the spinal cord (which initiates twitches (Robinson et al. 2000; Petersson et al. 2003; Inacio et al. 2016) ), is the main source of drive in newer parts of the brain early in development. With the maturation of the long-range excitatory connections, self-organized patterns emerge and these central circuits can disengage from external dependence. As a result of this internalization process, the body movement and EC-driven eSPWs become self-organized SPWs. This ontogenetic paradigm largely recapitulates evolution from simple brains, which are mainly driven, in a reflex manner, by external environmental and body-derived signals to complex cognitive brains endowed with an ability to sustain self-organized, long-lasting neuronal sequences without reliance on external cues and, therefore, to support cognitive operations such as memory, planning, and imagination (Buzsaki et al. 2014 ).
Significance statement
During development, spontaneous patterns of correlated neuronal activity participate in the formation of neuronal circuits. In the entorhinal-hippocampal circuit, which is critically involved in spatial navigation and learning and memory, several correlated activity patterns have been separately described in each structure. We found that in neonatal rats in vivo, activity in the entorhinal-hippocampal circuit is highly synchronized, with entorhinal bursts driving early hippocampal sharp waves. Also, entorhinal-hippocampal population discharges were reliably triggered by spontaneous myoclonic body movements. Thus, correlated activity in the developing entorhinalhippocampal network is embedded into a large-scale bottomup circuit that processes somatosensory feedback resulting from neonatal movements. Such correlated activity likely instructs the development of connections between the neocortex and hippocampus.
